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Early printed books – Modern firsts – Early illustrated prints

Monster of Cracow [Cosmographia 1559]
Single leaf with text - $300.00

Master MZ. [Germany: c1500-1510]. Ars Moriendi.
Extremely rare old master miniature engraving. $1500.00

FEATURED - EARLY PRINT BOOKS
[Acton, John, attrib ed] [Magne de Marolles]
An Essay on Shooting. London: 1791. 8vo. Second edition. Contemporary calf, rebacked. Nice copy of a
scarce book.
Shooting. Guns. Weapons. Hunting. Dogs.
$375.00
Androl, Antoine Le Pere.
Les Genies Assistans Et Gnomes Irreconciliales, Ou Suite Au Comte de Gabalis. The Hague: 1718. First
edition. 12mo. Contemporary sheep, floral gilt spine, red label.
Demonology. Occult. Rosicrucian.
$500.00
[Anonymous – Temple of Centhos].
The Temple of Cynthos, Or The Oracles of Fortune and Wisdom, For the Four Seasons of Life, translated
from the Greek. London: 1778. First edition. Rare. 8vo. Modern brown cloth, untrimmed.
Occult. Prophecy. Fortune-telling. Oracles. Classics.
$250.00
Aubrey, John.
Miscellanies, Upon the Following Subjects… Day-Datality...Omens...Dreams...Apparitions..Magick...Angels
and Spirits… London: 1721. 8vo. Second edition, with large additions. Modern antique calf, Cambridge
style, gilt rules to spine, red label, small hole at bottom right corner, repaired, no affect. Nice copy of a
scarce title, leaves crisp and large margins.
Occult. Ghosts. Apparitions. Witches. Witchcraft. Omens.
Prophecy. Angels. Teleportation. Eclipse.
$650.00
Barckley, Richard.
The Felicitie of Man… London: 1631. First Heywood edition. Rare. 4to. Modern antique calf, Cambridge
style, gilt rules to spine. With rare frontispiece. Few minor flaws, few leaves with minor chipping, few minor
margin tears, overall a very good copy of a rare book, complete, at an affordable price.
Philosophy. Morals. Classics. Shakespeare. $900.00
Barham, Richard Harris [pseudo Thomas Ingoldsby].
The Ingoldsby Legends or Mirth and Marvels. London: 1840-47. 8vo. 3 vols. First editions (2nd issue of
vol.1). Crushed red morocco, gilt rules to covers, corner fleurons, minor rubbing, top hinges with minor
cracking, clean copies, fine bindings, very clean copies priced very affordable.
Humor. Occult. Ghosts. Folklore. Witchcraft. Fantasy. English literature.
$500.00
Bekker, Balthasar.
Bezauberte Welt. Leipzig: 1781-2. 8vo. 3 vols. Contemporary German paste-paper boards, paper title
labels, edges red. Portrait of Bekker and one folding plate.
Occult. Demonology. Witchcraft.
Possession. Religion.
$1250.00
[Binding – Rospigliosi Binding].
Missale Romanum… Romae: 1662. Folio. Contemporary, elaborate Roman morocco, fine armorial binding,
corners repaired, lacks clasps, beautiful full gilt decoration, ornate tooling with galeros and angel heads,
armorial crest unidentified Cardinal-Bishop on both boards (believed to be for a Bishop of Pienza, Italy).
17 full-page plates, and 10 half-page cuts. Few repairs, mostly to corners, large repair to corner of Christ
plate. Though the plates and content text is rare in itself, the binding is what sets this book apart.
Presentation binding from the Rospigliosi Bindery (Andreoli brothers), our copy likely by Gregorio Andreoli
(named Vatican Binder for life by Pope Alexander VII). Very rare, a stunning example from one of the
greatest binders in history. Provenance: purchased direct from a member of the Cornell family (Cornell
University), purchased in small Italian shop in the 1980s. Our price is very affordable for such a gem and
rare piece of binding and book history.
Fine binding. Rospigliosi Bindery. Andreoli. Missale.
Religion. Illustrated. Binding. Italy. Church.
$850.00
Blackmore, R.D.
Lorna Doone: A Romance of Exmoor. London: 1869. 8vo. 3 vols. First edition. Rebacked in modern calf
with gilt rules, black labels, new marbled boards. Very few minor flaws, overall an excellent set. Lacks
publishers ads at end, not uncommon. Very rare and priced to go.
Romance. Literature. Classics.
$1250.00

Brothers, Richard.
A Revealed Knowledge of the Prophecies and Times. Book the First… First Sign of Warning for the Benefit
of all Nations… [with:] Second Book: Particulary of the Present Time, The Present War, and the
Prophecy… [with:] Testimony of the Authenticity of the Prophecies of Richard Brothers… [with:] A
Calculation on the Commencement of The Millenium… by Halhed. First American editions. Very rare.
Philadelphia: 1795. 8vo. 4 books in 1. Modern antique calf, blind rules to boards, gilt-line spine, title in gilt.
Few leaves with minor edge wear/chipping, some light foxing and soiling. A very rare complete copy.
Self proclaimed apostle of the new religion, “Prince of the Hebrews” and “Nephew of the Almighty”. False
prophet who claimed he would rule over Israel until the return of Jesus Christ. His books were consumed
and went through many editions – few originals survived, our first American edition containing all four books
is one of the rarest of all the publications. We have it priced to go.
Cult. Prophecy. Occult. Jews.
Religion. Prophets. Israel. Prophecy. Philosophy.
$750.00
Browne, Sir Thomas.
Pseudodoxia Epidemica: Or, Enquiries Into Very Many Received Tenents and Commonly Presumed Truths.
London: 1646. Small folio. First edition. Contemporary paneled morocco, rebacked and recornered.
Dampstains to first few inner margins, few small edge tears (clean tear on G2), no text affected, lacks
license leaf, which is common.
Occult. Science. Philosophy. Superstition. Natural History.
$1250.00
Censorinus Grammaticus.
De Die Natali. Leiden: 1642. 8vo. Contemporary limp vellum, old library stamps on title page, bookplate of
“Le Bibliophobe Bechtel”. One folding diagram, eight text cuts.
Occult. Philosophy. Astrology. Astrology.
Astronomy. Procreation. Pregnancy. Classics. Greek philosophy.
$400.00
Cohausen, Johann Heinrich.
Hermippus Redivivus: Or, the Sage’s Triumph Over Old Age and the Grave… London: 1749. Second,
enlarged edition. 8vo. ¼ modern cloth, over marbled boards, gilt lettering on spine. An excellent copy.
“very entertaining account of the hermetic philosophy and as furnishing a curious history of the
extravagances of the human mind”.
Occult. Alchemy. Hermetics. Philosophy. Medicine. Science.
$300.00
Cooper, James Fenimore.
The Pathfinder: Or, The Inland Sea. Philadelphia: 1840. First US edition, first state. Rare. 8vo. 2 vols.
Publishers original plum cloth, paper title labels, some rubbing, boards soiled, spines sunned, minor foxing
mostly to endpapers, overall text is clean and binding tight, an excellent copy of a scarce and important set.
Literature. Romance. Frontier. War. Adventure. Americana. Native Americans. Indians.
$450.00
Couppe [Coupe], Daniel.
Traicte des Miracles. Monstrant qu’ils ne peuvent estre vrayes marques de I’Eglise. Rotterdam: 1645. First
edition. 12mo. Contemporary vellum, spine darkened, surface imprefections on rear cover, first free
endpaper with long entry in contemporary French, dated 1646, at the Monastery of Westphalia.
Miracles. Religion. Theology. Occult.
$500.00
Dale, Antonius [Anthony] van.
De Oraculis Ethnicorum Dissetationes Duae… Amsterdam: 1683. First edition. Rare. 8vo. Contemporary
claf, floral decorated spine, bottom of spine chipped, front hinge started, light dampstains to lower outer
corner margins. Folding plate with repair to verso, otherwise very good. A rare copy of the first edition of a
work debunking the oracles of ancient Greece and Rome. Romeyn de Hooghe, engraver.
Occult. Oracles. Prophecy. Fortune-telling. Magic. Classics.
$400.00
Defoe, Daniel, attrib.
Dictionarium Sacrum seu Religiosum. A Dictionary of All Religions, Ancient and Modern. Whether Jewish,
Pagan, Christian or Mahometan… London: 1704. First edition. Scarce. 8vo. Modern two-tone calf, gilt
lettering on spine, speckled edges, occasional underlining in color pencil, else an excellent copy.
Religion. Mythology. Occult. Dictionary.
$400.00
Degge, Simon.
The Parson’s Counsellor, with the Law of Tythes or Tything: in Two Books… London: 1695. 8vo. 2 parts in
1 vol. Full calf, title on red label, minor wear to edges of spine, rubbing at corners, lacks license leaf, text
complete.
Law. Tithes. Ecclesiastical law. Religion.
$250.00

Dellon, Gabriel.
Relation De L’Inquisition De Goa. Paris: 1688. Second, expanded edition. 12mo. Contemporary French
mottled calf, spine gilt, head of spine chipped, some finger soiling, one plate remounted. With 4 engravings
(2 folding), 6 text vignettes. Eye witness account on the methods used by the Inquisition at Goa. All editions
of the book are rare, placed on the Index in 1690.
Occult. Inquisition. Witchcraft. Portugal. Travel.
Illustrated.
$700.00
Dellon, Gabriel.
The History of the Inquisition, As It Is Exercised at Goa, In the East-Indies… London: c1750.
4to. Modern cloth, title gilt to spine, small hole in blank fore-margin of A2, a few page numbers at head
slightly trimmed, else a very clean copy.
Occult. Inquisition. Witchcraft. Portugal. Travel.
$350.00
Digby, Kenelm.
Theatrum sympatheticum… Nurnberg: 1660. First Latin edition. 8vo. Modern antique calf, blind fleurons
and rules to covers, red label, new endpapers, lacks blanks. With rare folding frontispiece. Few
contemporary notes, specifically corrections to the text (by whom?). Some minor foxing and a few light
dampstains at front, overall an excellent copy of this rare first Latin edition.
Sympathetic powder.
Quackery. Occult. Science. Medicine. Potions. Salve. Alchemy. War.
$1000.00
[Ducray-Duminil, Francois Guillaume]. Lucy Peacock.
Ambrose And Eleanor; Or, The Adventures of Two Children Deserted On An Uninhabited Island.
London: 1797. Second edition. Scarce. 8vo. Contemporary calf, gilt stamp ruling to spine, worn, front
hinges started, some chipping to board edges, some foxing. With engraved frontispiece. English translation
of Duminil’s “Lolotte et Fanfan” (1788). Helped establish the popular novels about orphans and abandoned
children and created a genre of work that continues to this day.
Juvenile. Childrens. Adventure.
Outcasts. Orphans. Crusoe. Literature. Fantasy.
$275.00
Earle, James, Sir.
A Treatise Of The Hydrocele… London: 1791. First edition. Scarce. 8vo. Modern antique calf, gilt title label,
some very minor foxing to outer margins, overall an excellent copy of a scarce title.
Medicine. Science.
Hydrocele. Anatomy. Disease. Lithotomy. Injections. Scrotum. Testicles. Urinary. Bladder. Kidney.
$250.00
Falloppio, Gabriele. [Fallopius].
Opera quae adhuc extant omnia… Frankfurt: 1584. First collected edition. Very rare. Folio. Contemporary
vellum binding over thick boards, four raised bands, some soiling, edge repaires, spine head cap worn,
lacks original ties. Top of text block with old ink stain, affecting top edges of leaves, primarily firt part of the
book. Title page with original top corner torn, professionally repaired with matching printed text, following
five leaves with top corner heavy stains, repaired professional with tissue. Overall this very rare and
important book is in great condition, it is unfortunate for the first group of leaves and their stain damage
(though repaired and the title exceptionally so). We have priced our copy very affordable with the condition
heavily considered, as well as the rarity and importance of the book. Associated with the discovery of the
“fallopian tubes”, Falloppio’s primary focus was the anatomy of the head, he also made significant
contributions to the medicinal use of plants, botany was a huge interest. This book is priced to go.
Medicine. Science. Anatomy. Urology. Vesalius. Hippocrates. Metallurgy. Fossils. Minerals. Botany.
Philosophy. Drugs. Minerals. Tumors. Syphillis.
$2500.00
[Fuller, Samuel]. A Lover of Mathematicks.
A Mathematical Miscellany In Four Parts... London: 1751. First UK edition. Rare. 8vo. Modern antique calf,
gilt rules to covers and spine, red title label. Light toning, light stain to top right corner of title, no real affect,
overall a clean and crisp copy of a rare book. At time of description we locate no other copies for sale, and
only one copy of an earlier edition.
Mathematics. Science. Algebra. Paradoxes. Problem solving.
Geometry. Arithmetic. Magic. Games. Puzzles. Occult.
$375.00
Gilly, William Stephen.
Waldensian Researches During A Second Visit to the Vaudois of Piedmont...Antiquity and Purity of the
Waldensian Church...And treatise Between English Government and the House of Savoy… London: 1831.
8vo. Modern calf-backed leatherette, title gilt with Waldensian spelled Valdensian), some foxing/browning
as usual, otherwise a nice copy. With frontis, 2 maps (one folding), 11 plates, 2 facsimile plates and one
extra plate inserted.
Vaudois. Occult. Piedmont. Heresy. Waldenses.
$350.00

Glanvill, Joseph.
Essays On Several Important Subjects in Philosophy And Religion. London: 1676. First edition. 4to.
Modern antiqu calf, gilt rules, title in gilt on red label, gilt fleurons to spine. F2, Y4 with very small burn hole,
little affect. Some ink splatter to few leaves. Overall, still a very good copy of a rare and important book.
Priced accordingly.
Philosophy. Witchcraft. Occult. Religion. Ghosts. Atlantis.
$1000.00
Godwin, William.
Lives of the Necromancers: Or, An Account of the Most Eminent Persons in Successive Ages, Who Have
Claimed for Themselves, or To Whom had been Imputed by Others, the Exercise of Magical Power.
London: 1834. First edition. 8vo. Rebacked modern calf, over new marbled boards, decorative floral gilt
design to spine, black label. A near fine copy, beautiful. Lacks extra advertisement leaf at end, as do most
copies.
Occult. Magic. Witchcraft. Prophecy. Omens. Sorcery. Necromancy. Merlin. Matthew Hopkins.
Nostradamus. John Dee.
$850.00
Guidott, Thomas.
A Discourse of Bathe, and the Hot Waters There. Also Some Enquiries into the Nature of the Water of St.
Vincents Rock, near Bristol...to which is added...the Nature, Property, and Distinction of the Baths…
London: 1676-77. First edition. 8vo. 2 books in 1. Modern antique calf, blind rules, gilt rule spine, tile label.
Last few leaves with very minor dampstain at top inner margin, last leaf with pin-hole rust mark, no affect,
overall a near fine copy. Rare with all plates, complete. 6 engraved plates, 2 of them folding, including city
map and additional title.
Water. Therapeutics. Bath. Bathe. Science. Minerals. Mineral springs.
Healing. Health. Metals. Chemistry. Numistimatics. Coins. Illustrated.
$700.00
Head, Richard.
The English Rogue Described, in the life of Meriton Latroon; a witty extravagant. Being a compleat
discovery of the most eminent cheats of both sexes. London: 1667. First licensed edition. Very rare.
8vo. Modern antique calf, title gilt on black label, gilt rules to spine. Some light dampstains, minor soiling,
last leaf with minor tear at outer margin, no affect. Lacks title, supplied in fine facsimile. With original
portrait of author and full-page frontispiece of the “Hiway Robber”. Infamous book of pretend
autobiography, of thievery and indecency, first distributed secretly and sold largely as a forbidden book. We
locate no other copies for sale, and the last copy to see auction was in 1972. Despite its wanting a title
(supplied), we believe the price is quite attractive on this very rare gem.
Curiosa. Occult. Vagabonds.
Rogues. Thieves. Adventure. Magic. Sex. Cheats.
$1750.00
Hibbert, Samuel.
Sketches of the Philosophy of Apparitions… Edinburgh: 1824. First edition. 8vo. Modern quarter calf over
marbled boards, gilt rules with gilt title. Few minor foxing spots, else a fine copy. With folding table. “first
comprehensive study of the psychological dynamics of hallucinations and delusions”.
Psychiatry. Magic. Apparitions. Ghosts. Occult. Medicine. Science.
$450.00
Homer. - [R.C. Jebb’s Copy].
[Greek title]. Odyssea. [bound with:] Carmina. Oxonii & Lipsiae: 1855, 1841. 12mo. Modern brown cloth,
title in gilt on black label. Corners slightly rounded, pencil annotations (Jebb’s), else a solid clean copy.
Jebb’s signature in contemporary ink to title. R.C. Jebb (1841-1905), British classical scholar and politician,
member of Cambridge Apostles, his multiple classical publications and intelligence on the subject, earned
him the acknowledgement of often being considered the most brilliant scholar of his time.
Homer. Scholars. Cambridge Apostles. Classics. Greek. RC Jebb.
$350.00
Hoyland, John.
A Historical Survey of the Customs, Habits, & Present State Of The Gypsies… York: 1816. First edition.
8vo. Modern quarter calf over marbled boards, gilt rules to spine, title label. Uncut copy, some foxing, else
a fine copy.
Occult. Gypsies. Gypsy. Witches. Witchcraft. Folklore. Prophecy. Quaker.
$400.00
Jacob, P.L. [Paul Lacroix].
Curiosites Infernales. Paris: 1886. First edition. 8vo. Modern calf over marbled boards, floral gilt decoration
to spine, title label. Some foxing, more so towards end of the book.
Witchcraft. Demonology.
Folklore. Vampires. Dairies. Supernatural.
$225.00
Knatchbull, Norton.
Annotations Upon Some Difficult Texts in all the Books Of The New Testament. Cambridge: 1693. First
English edition. 8vo. Modern calf-backed leatherette, gilt title, repair to outer margin of title, a few stains
and light paper toning, else a nice copy.
Bible. Theology. Religion. Language.
$350.00

La Menardaye, Jean Baptiste de.
Examen, Et Discussion Critique De L’Histoire Des Diables De Loudon, De La
Possession...Ursulines...D’Urbain Grandier. Paris: 1747. First edition. Rare. 8vo. Contemporary French
calf, spine extra gilt, minor worm track at lower margin of front board, title on red label, some leather worn
off board, with large margins, signature of “Delaroche” on tp, else text and insides near-fine. Reponse to
Aubin’s book on Loudun, Le Manardaye argues in truth of the diabolism via discussions of an uncle and
nephew reading Aubin.
Occult. Witchraft. Devil. Loudon. Possession. Ursuline.
$1250.00
Lucian of Samosata.
Dialogorum Selectorum Libri Duo. London: 1677. Scarce edition. 12mo. Early calf boards, rebacked, first
endpaper and verso of last leaf with ink notes, else a nice copy. First half of text in Greek, second is Latin
translation. This volume contains the “Dialogues of the Dead”.
Classics. Greek. Latin. Occult. Death.
$300.00
[Madan, Martin].
Thelyphthora; Or, A Treatise On Female Ruin, In Its Causes, Effects, Consequences, Prevention, And
Remedy; Considered On The Basis Of The Divine Law: Under the following Heads, viz. Marriage,
Whoredom, and Fornication, Adultery, Polygamy, Divorce… London: 1780. True first edition. 8vo. 2 vols.
Contemporary calf, edges and corners rubbed, some wear, some minor soiling, spines gilt decorated, title
labels on red, hinges cracked through but repaired with glue at some point in past, still holds strong. Slight
toning of text, some very minor foxing, a couple small ink letters to verso of first title, no affect, some very
minor outer edge wear but overall text is clean and crisp. A nice set of a scarce title. Priced very affordable.
Advocating polygamy, justified by Mosaic law, the “female ruin” being rampant sexual exploitation of
women through prostitution, adultery, rape and other deviant acts by “hungry males of our species”.
Marriage. Polygamy. Law. Marriage law. Women. Sex. Adultery. Prostitution. Rape.
$450.00
Mandey, Venterus & James Moxon.
Mechanick Powers: Or, The Mistery Of Nature and Art Unvail’d. London: 1696. First edition. 4to. Modern
antique paneled calf, with ink title to paper label on spine. Small corner torn off at top right of title page, no
affect. Extra wide margins. Light damp stains to lower right corner, no affect to plates. Some light foxing,
few minor edge tears with no affect. Lacks final folding plate, supplied in fine facsimile. Includes rare
dedication leaf. A very nice copy, priced to go.
Mechanics. Machines. Clocks. Science. Horology.
Motion. Physics. Mathematics.
$750.00
Martini, Jacob.
Disputationum De Messia Judaeorum blasphemiis Oppositarum Decas. [Disputatio I-X.] Wittenberg: 161516. First edition. Extremely rare. 4to. 10 parts in 1 vol. Modern vellum backed paste-paper German boards,
paper flaw (a paper imperfection white stain) on [2]B3v obscuring few letters of text, tiny pin hole at C1 and
last leaf, no affect. Otherwise a fine copy with wide margins. Judaica. Occult. Theology. Philosophy.
Metaphysics. Anti-semitism. Lutheran. Evangelical.
$1000.00
Morrice, Alexander.
A Treatise On Brewing: Wherein Is Exhibited The Whole Process of The Art and Mystery of Brewing the
various sorts of Malt Liquor; With Practical Examples upon each Species. Together with the Mannerof using
the Thermometer and Saccharometer; elucidated by Examples. London: 1802. Second edition, very rare.
Modern antique calf, gilt rules and floral design to spine, with gilt title. Text leaves are fine, with large
margins, internally clean and crisp. Speckled edges, with minor stain to outer text block at lower corner, no
affect, still fine. Contains a history of the London Brewery, original ale recipes (amber, porter, stout, and
much more) and instructions, glossary of terms, use of measuring tools, malts and sugars, further and
sometimes weird ingredients. Folding plate with figures of a saccharometer and thermometer, in fine
condition. This book is a pleasure for any brewer, connoisseur, scientist, chemist, or history seeker. A
beautiful copy. A historical standard in the history of brewing and beer literature and science. The first
edition (1801) is nearly impossible to find, our second edition (1802) is still very rare, but the most used in
reference to the original (as if no first editions are known to the mass public).
Brewing. Beer. Ale.
Science. Hops. Alchemy. Chemistry. Wine. Fermentation. London Brewery.
$750.00

Nalson, John.
A True Copy Of The Journal Of The High Court of Justice, For The Tryal of K. Charles I. As it was Read in
the House of Commons, And Attested under the hand of Phelps, Clerk to that Infamous Court. London:
1684. First edition. Folio. Contemporary calf, some rubbing and edge wear, rebacked, title on label of spine.
Page 110 in red print. Small hole to outer margin first leaf, explanation of frontis, no affect. Old repairs to
verso of frontis plate and court plate, as well as a few other leaves, with no affect, few tiny worm holes to
lower and upper margins, of a few leaves, no affect. Lacks portrait, not uncommon. With rare Members list
and bookseller list at end. Overall, a decent copy of a scarce book, at an affordable price. With two fullpage plates. Attack of the high court for the execution of King Charles I.
Law. Trials. High Court of
Justice. King Charles I. English History.
$500.00
Naude, Gabriel.
Apologie Pour Les Grandes Hommes soupconnez de Magie. Amsterdam: 1712. 8vo. Contemporary calf,
gilt spine in compartments, hinges cracked, edges speckled, bookplate and blind-stamps of Earls of
Macclesfield. Title in red and black. Frontispiece by J. Lamsveld. Bookplate of William Eddy. Bookplate of
Wm Major Scott on front pastedown. Light dampstains to lower margin of last few leaves, else a very nice
copy. Defense of the great men in history accused of magic: Agrippa, Nostradamus, Merlin, Paracelsus, et
al. On the four categories of magic: white, divine, black and natural.
Occult. Magic. Witchcraft. Sorcery.
Astrology. Medicine. Science.
$1000.00
Nausea, Frederici.
Fredrici Nausea Blanci-Campiania, Eximii LL. doctoris. inclytae ecclesiae Moguntinae a, sacris
Concionibus eminentiss. Libri Mirabilium Septem. [The Seven Books of Marvels]. Cologne: 1532.
Scarce edition (2nd?), very rare. Modern vellum spine and tips over marbled boards. Title page restored to
corner, with only few letters of text lost. Corner dampstains to outer margin first few leaves, overall still an
excellent copy. Multiple woodcuts by Woensam shows celestial phenomena, miraculous births, etc.
Celestial phenomena and the wonders of astronomy, comets and stars.
Astrology. Astronomy. Occult.
Illustrated. Comets. Stars. Science.
$2000.00
Partridge, John.
Defectio Geniturarum: Being an Essay toward the Reviving and Proving The True Old Principles of
Astrology, Hither To Neglected… London: 1697. First edition. Rare. 4to. Modern antique calf, gilt rules to
spine, black title label. R3 tiny hole to far outside margin, no affect. S4 clean tear top inner margin old
repair, no affect. Last few leaves with light dampstains to top corner. Lacks last blank. Few leaves with
outer margins uncut & rough, no affect. Lacks portrait frontispiece, which is rare and not uncommon.
Overall, still an excellent copy of a rare book. Woodcut astrological diagrams.
Astrology. Occult. Astronomy. Predictions.
$1000.00
Peucer, Caspar.
Commentarius De Praecipius Generibus Divibationum.… Wittenberg: 1560. Second edition. 8vo.
Contemporary decorative calf, with medallion role with Caesar head, cherubs and floral decorations,
embossed with initials “F.Z.” and “1560”. on front cover. Wear to edges, hinges starting, spine chipped,
damp stain to back board at top. Title page glued tight to inner margin, no affect to text. Folding "Tabula
Indicis" at end torn, lacking bottom half, minor loss. Text complete. Some underlining, few leaves with light
outer margin damp stains, few leaves with minor corner wear, no affect. With condition considered and the
rarity and importance of the book, it is priced very affordable in comparison to any others that might exist
for sale.
Occult. Witchcraft. Divination. Medicine. Science. Magic. Astrology. Religion. Possession.
Humanism. Demonology.
$1500.00
Ray, John.
Philosophical Letters Between the late Learned Mr. Ray And several of his Ingenious Correspondents,
Native and Foreigners. To which are added those of Francis Willughby Esq...London: 1718. First edition.
8vo. Contemporary paneled calf, some wear/rubbing to edges, hinges started but holding strong, very
minor worm track at bottom of title, few minor flaws, overall a nice copy for an affordable price.
Philosophy. Botany. Plants. Natural history. Fossils. Biology.
$450.00
Saint Germain [Pierre de LaVergne de Tressan].
Examen General De Tous Les E’Tats Et Conditions… Paris: 1670. First edition. Very rare. 8vo.
Contemporary calf, floral gilt and title to spine, chipping at head of spine, minor worming on front board,
edges speckled red. Minor foxing, else a very nice copy. Describing all states and conditions of sins we can
commit divided by professions. We find no auction or sales records of this edition. OCLC locates only one
copy.
Sins. Religion. Theology. Philosophy. Occult.
$400.00

Sinistrari, Louis Marie. [Ludovico Maria Sinistrari de Ameno].
De La Demonialite Et Des Animaux Incubes Et Succubes… Paris: 1875. First edition. Limited to 598
copies, ours # 115. Modern black cloth over pebbled boards, gilt rules, title to spine in gilt on red label.
Original paper wrappers bound-in, minor soiling, back wrapper with some staining at bottom, and old tape
repair to bottom edge, no affect, else covers still excellent. Leaf edges uncut, a very clean copy with just a
few foxing spots, no affect, overall contents about fine. On the existence of incubi and succubi, having body
and soul in order to have sex and reproduce – separates them from demons and Satan, and makes them
more like evil animals in human form.
Incubus. Succubus. Demons. Demonology. Satan. Magic. Sex.
Satanism. Vampires. Apparitions. Ghosts. Occult. Possession.
$500.00
Smith, Henrie [Henry].
Gods Arrow Against Atheists. London: 1609. Third edition. Rare. 4to. Rebacked modern calf, gilt borders to
bands, red title label, over new marbled boards. New endpapers. Corners slightly rounded, minor soiling
and some light dampstains to outer margins, title with contemporary ink note “AB” at inner margin. Lacks
blanks. Overall, a nice copy of a scarce work.
Atheism. Paganism. Religion. Theology. Philosophy.
Occult. Apologetics. Bible.
$850.00
Spencer, John.
A Discourse concerning Prodigies… To which is added a short Treatise concerning Vulgar Prophecies.
London: 1665. Second, corrected and enlarged edition. 8vo. Two parts in one. Contemporary calf, blind
rules with tiny floral decorations, rebacked with red title label and gilt rules and floral design. Tiny worm hole
track at lower inner margin of first few leaves, no affect, overall a very clean copy.
Occult. Superstitions. Prophecy. Miracles. Apparitions. Ghosts. Astrology. Omens.
$500.00
Taylor, Jeremy.
[Greek Title: Theologia Eclectica]. A Discourse Of The Liberty Of Prophesying. Shewing The
Unreasonableness of prescribing to other Mens Faith, and the Iniquity of Persecuting Differing Opinions.
London: 1702. Second edition. 8vo. Modern antique paneled calf, new endpapers, A4 with minor corner
tear, no affect, few pencil marks, else a fine copy. Clean and crisp.
Theology. Prophecy. Occult.
Toleration. Liberty. Philosophy.
$400.00
Tenison, Thomas.
Of Idolatry: A Discourse, In Which Is Endeavored A Declaration Of, Its Distinction From Superstition…
London: 1678. First edition. Rare. 4to. Modern sheep over marbled boards, title label to spine. Imprimatur
and title leaf slightly soiled, with light dampstains to outer margin, minor edge wear to few leaves, no affect,
few minor flaws, overall a nice copy of a rare book, ours with the proper pagination.
Occult. Superstition. Idolatry. Idols. Witchcraft. Demonology. Jews. Pagans. Muslims. Heathens. $600.00
Torreblanca Villalpando, Francisco.
Epitome delictorum, sive de magia: in qua aperta vel occulta invocatio daemonis intervenit… Lyon: 1678.
Scarce edition. 4to. Contemporary calf, spine banded, extra gilt, expertly rebacked using old spine; edges
speckled; archival support to lower margin of t.p., lower corner of last leaf restored (no text affected), minor
foxing, few leaves with minor edge worming, no affect. Overall, an excellent copy. The work is devoted to
magic and demonology – natural and divine, of secrets and working marvels, witchcraft and the devil.
Occult. Magic. Demonology. Witchcraft. Sorcery. Law.
$1750.00
Winter, Georg Simon.
Hippiater Expertus, Seu Medicina Equorum Absolutissima, Tribus Libris comprehensa…. [Veterinary work
on horses]. Nuremberg: 1678. First Bi-lingual (German & Latin) edition. Folio. Recently rebacked, floral gilt
decorated spine with gilt rules and title to red leather label. Some foxing, light dampstains (at end of book),
some browning, still overall a nice copy. Engraved extra-title by Cornelius Nicolas Schurtz, 44 text plates,
lacks added plate of instruments.
Horses. Veterinary Medicine. Natural History. Illustrated. Equestrian.
$1250.00

FEATURED - MODERN FIRST EDITIONS
Barker, Clive. [David Mack cover artist].
The Scarlet Gospels. [With original painted sketch of “Pinhead” by David Mack]. London: 2015. First UK
edition. Signed by author. A fine copy that was sent to Barker fans pre-public release. The UK version with
David Mack’s cover art of horror icon Pinhead, is far superior to the US edition.
$325.00

Barker, Clive.
Imajica. Signed copy. New York: 1991. First edition. Fine/Fine. Barker’s personal favorite of his own novels.
A beautiful copy, extremely rare in this condition due to the white foil jacket and white boards, this book is
most often found with minor flaws.
$125.00
Barker, Clive.
Weaveworld. New York: 1987. First edition. Limited edition of 500 copies, signed. A fine copy in slip case.
$150.00
Birkenhead, The Earl of. [F.E. Smith].
The World in 2030 A.D. New York: 1930. First US edition. Very rare. We locate no other copies for sale of
the US edition, and the UK editions very rare with jacket. Publishers yellow, deco cover, minor shelf wear,
few minor flaws, overall excellent. Dust jacket (rare) minor shelf wear, some very minor rubbing/chipping,
price still intact, overall excellent. A very rare book, science fiction/fantasy on utopian futuristic world.
Priced to go.
$150.00
Bishop, John Peale.
Act of Darkness. New York: 1935. First edition. With Scribners “A”. Publishers black and red cloth, about
near fine. Jacket with minor shelf wear, minor loss at head of spine, price intact, overall better than very
good. A scarce book, more so with its jacket. Infamous true crime novel that caused scandal when
published.
$150.00
Bloch, Robert.
Psycho II. [One of only 26 lettered copies]. Binghampton: 1982. First edition. Limited to 26 lettered copies,
ours lettered “F”, signed by Block and publisher. Fine/Fine. In slipcase.
$150.00
Brite, Poppy Z.
Lost Souls. [Signed copy with original color art by author]. New York: 1992. First edition. Fine/Near Fine.
With full-page hand drawn color sketch of character in the book, initialed “PZB”, author has also signed the
title page. Considered one of the greatest vampire-erotica-splatter punk novels of recent times.
$250.00
Burroughs, Edgar Rice.
The Tarzan Twins. Joliet: 1927. Second edition, stated. Scarce. Minor shelf wear, slight rubbing, overall
excellent. Most copies found are later editions.
$150.00
Capon, Paul.
The End of the Tunnel. [aka The Cave of Cornelius]. New York: 1959. First edition. Rare. Minor shelf wear,
few very minor flaws, overall excellent in excellent jacket (very rare). At time of description we locate no
other copies for sale. The UK edition has an alternate title. Early science fiction, lost world work for young
readers.
$225.00
Christie, Agatha.
Murder in the Mews. London: [1938]. First edition, second impression. A very nice copy with a near fine
(and scarce) dust jacket.
$125.00
Christopher, John.
The Death of Grass. London: 1956. Few tiny flattened dog-ears to corners, else near fine. Dust jacket with
minor wear to edges, small clean tear at top front, minor loss at top of spine, overall still presents very nice.
Overall an excellent copy. “Christopher’s most popular adult SF novel… The post-catastrophe scenario is
Christopher’s forte.” [-Anatomy of Wonder]. Rare in this condition.
$175.00
Donaldson, Stephen R.
Lord Foul’s Bane. New York: 1977. True first edition. Fine/Near Fine. Rare edition. Nelson Doubleday bce
released before all others. Scarce.
$100.00
Dwyer, K.R. [Dean Koontz].
Chase. Signed copy. New York: 1972. Koontz first fiction hardcover. Inscribed “To Art Stone - Anyone who
would pay fifteen bucks for a copy of Sports Illustrated should be willing to pay any price asked for this
book. As/ever. Dean R. Koontz”.
$275.00
Feist, Raymond E.
Silverthorn. Signed copy. New York: 1985. First edition. Near Fine/Near Fine. Signed by author.
$150.00

Hamilton, Virginia.
The Planet of Junior Brown. New York: 1971. True first edition. 1972 Newbery Honor. Near Fine/Near Fine.
Scarce. $125.00
Hilton, James.
So Well Remembered. London: 1947. First UK edition. Near Fine/Near Fine.

$100.00

Hilton, James.
Good-bye, Mr. Chips. New York: 1934. First edition, second printing. Excellent copy in jacket.

$100.00

Kind, Dr. Alfred & Prof. Julian Herlinger. [Photographs by Heinz von Perckhammer].
Flucht Aus Dere Ehe: Eine Psychologisch… [Fully illustrated study on moral sexuality, marriage and
infidelity]. Germany: 1931. With numerous beautiful photograph plates by Heinz von Perckhammer (18951965), Italian-German photographer best known for his nude photographs.
$100.00
Koontz, Dean [Intro]. F. Paul Wilson, Sheri S. Tepper. Ray Garton.
Night Visions 6. One of only 10 copies with original artwork by Phil Parks. Arlington Heights: 1988.
First edition. Deluxe limited edition. Signed by all authors and with original color pencil (fine) artwork by Phil
Parks on the title page. Very rare. Beautiful copy.
$400.00
McCaffrey, Anne.
The Girl Who Heard Dragons. Signed, limited collectors edition. First edition. New Castle: 1985. #150 of
199 copies. Beautiful fine modern book-making with Japanese cloth, Tweedweave text and endpapers,
custom paper jacket to resemble engraved woodwork, housed in matching slipcase. Fully illustrated by
Judy King-Rienets. Signed by both author and artist.
$550.00
O’Duffy, Elmar.
King Goshawk & The Birds. London: 1926. First edition. Minor shelf wear, minor flaws to jacket, overall still
an excellent copy. First book of the Cuanduine trilogy. Scarce.
$100.00
O’Shea, Beth.
A Long Way From Boston. Signed copy. New York: 1946. First edition. Very rare. Excellent copy in jacket.
Association copy signed by author to Julian Johnson (story editor, Fox Studios) “First off the press - For
Julian Johnson - who was first to tell me I should write a book and, when it was started, told me how to
slant it - Beth O’Shea”. Interesting to note the novel is about two women (O’Shea and her friend, Kit)
traveling in an old Ford Model-T across the country in the 1902s from East coast to the West coast, not a
common situation by any means. The book is mentioned in several books about traveling the American
highways throughout history. A scarce book on travel and women. We locate no other copies for sale.
$175.00
Price, Lita & Harriet Bonnet.
How to Manage Without a Maid. New York: 1942. First edition. Minor shelf wear, toning, jacket with very
minor flaws, overall still excellent copy. We locate no other copies with jacket for sale. Interesting book on
women, etiquette and domesticity. Scarce.
$125.00
Rice, Anne.
Interview With the Vampire. Signed copy. New York: 1976. First edition. A rare example of a near fine copy.
Priced to go. $600.00
Rolland, Romain.
The Revolt of the Machines or Invention Run Wild. A Motion Picture Fantasy. Ithaca: 1932. First English
translation, limited to 500 copies. A beautiful copy of a rare book, about near fine with original glassine
jacket and the much more rare illustrated jacket. Fully illustrated with miniature woodcuts by Frans
Masereel. Early philosophical science fiction.
$200.00
Smith, Lady Eleanor.
Ballerina. Indianoplis: 1932. First US edition. Excellent copy in jacket with very minor flaws. A scarce book
and the basis for the 1941 film The Men in Her Life starring Loretta Young.
$150.00
Taylor, Kressmann. [Katherine Taylor].
Address Unknown. New York: 1939. First hardcover edition. An about near fine copy with jacket. Scarce.
Banned in Germany by the Nazis, it was a huge success in the USA and much of Europe. Written as a
series of letters from two art dealers, one in Munich and the other a Jew in San Francisco. Basis for the
1944 film.
$150.00

Van Wyck, Frederick.
Recollections Of An Old New Yorker. New York: 1933. Second printing. An about near fine copy in rare dust
jacket. At time of description we locate no other copies with jacket for sale. Rare.
$150.00
Young, Agnes Brooks.
Recurring Cycles of Fashion 1760-1937. New York: 1937. First edition. Excellent copy in jacket, minor
soiling and edge wear, overall still a beautiful copy of a scarce book. Fully illustrated.
$150.00

FEATURED – EARLY SINGLE LEAF PRINTS
Aliamet, Jacques.
Arrivee Au Sabat. [Demons and Witches Arrive at Sabbath]. Paris: 1755. Large.
Bloemart, Cornelius.
The Annunciation. [Rome]. [c1650]. Large.

$600.00

$350.00

Boel, Coryn.
A Sorceress Evoking Love. [Theatrum Pictorum etching]. [Amsterdam]. [c1750].
Cruikshank, George.
The Cholic. Original Hand Colored Print. London: 1835. Framed.

$200.00

$300.00

Freemasonry – Manuscript Diploma on vellum.
Diploma for Frere Brisac (Olery). Paris: 1823. Finely decorated with ribbons.
Gole, Jacobus.
Bakthazar Becker [Bekker] Mezzotint Portrait. [17thc]. Rare. Large.

$300.00

$600.00

Hollar, Wenceslaus – we have numerous original works at our booth, prices vary.
Keulen, Johannes van. Claes Jansz Vooght. - Jan Luyken, artist.
De Nieuwe Groote Lichtende Zee-Fakkel. [Frontispiece. Sea Goddess with Sea Torch]. From First Edition.
Amsterdam: 1681-85. Stunning.
$600.00
Lairesse, Gerard de (attrib), after Carracci.
Christ of Capracola. [c1665-1690].
Lanfranco, Giovanni. [After Raphael].
God Presenting Eve to Adam. [Italy:] [1607].

$500.00
$400.00

Master MZ. [Matthaus Zasinger].
Ars Moriendi. Angel Admonishing Against Avarice at the Deathbed of a Dying Man. Germany: c1500-1510.
Extremely rare.
$1500.00
Maglioli, Giovanni Andrea.
Two Putti on Clouds With Head of St John the Baptist. [Italy:] [c1580-1610]. Extremely rare.

$500.00

Nuremberg Chronicle leaves [Schedel 1493] – we have numerous originals at our booth, prices vary.
Pitt, Moses.
The English Atlas. Title Page engraving. [Oxford:] [1680].

$500.00

Sadeler, Johann, the Elder.
Musica. [from The Seven Liberal Arts]. [Belgium:] [c1575]. Beautiful.

$500.00

Wierix, Hieronymus.
The Last Supper. [With Demon at Judas Back]. [Netherlands:] [c1600]. Large. Framed.

$650.00

Please visit our booth # 704 for a myriad of more fine original prints and rare books

